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From the Principal
I note that this is the 101st edition of Melville Matters, and after 13 years it is the last that I will contribute to as the Principal of Melville SHS. One of the first things
I did when I was appointed to Melville SHS in 2009 was to review the way we communicated with our community of parents/caregivers, staff, students, alumni
and friends. Having done this I decided that I wanted a new look – specifically a high quality, professionally produced, colourful and attractive, magazine-style
publication that both reinforced key whole school messages (as seen for example in my ‘From the Principal’ section) while also showcasing the many, wonderful
things that our students achieve daily. My reason for this was the certain knowledge that our immediate and wider community judge us by the public images
we project such as the ‘look and feel’ of our buildings, the way our students behave in public, the appearance of our school uniform and of course the way
we present ourselves pictorially and in writing. I considered this intent important enough to include in each of the school’s four business plans that we have
had since 2009. I hope that you will agree that the aim has been achieved and I note that I am as proud of Melville Matters now as I was when I wrote my first
Principal’s column in Term 1 2009.
In the last edition of Melville Matters, I advised that I was retiring from Melville at the end of Term 3. I said my goodbyes then so won’t repeat them now except to
note that everyone – staff, parents and students – have been very kind in their praise of my time at Melville SHS – so thank you!
At the time of writing, I was unaware of who my replacement would be. I am now delighted to announce that Mrs Kylie Bottcher has been appointed by the
Director General and will replace me as the Principal of Melville SHS with effect 11 October 2021. Kylie was a Deputy Principal at Melville SHS for three years
from 2014 – 2016 and occupied the very important role of Deputy Principal Strategic and Operational Planning. Among many other things (including a term
acting as Principal when I was on leave) Kylie helped me write three annual reports and to prepare the 2015 – 2017 Business Plan. So Kylie knows our school
well. Kylie comes to us after five years as Principal of Ashdale Secondary College. Ashdale SC has always had close relations with Melville SHS (my wife Carol
was the foundation Principal of Ashdale) and is also a high achieving school as evidenced by them reaching the finals in this year’s STEM School of the Year
and Secondary School of the Year Awards. So as you can see, Kylie returns to Melville SHS as a highly experienced Principal with an outstanding track record of
success. I am delighted Kylie has won the position as my replacement and wish her the best of luck in taking over our great school. I charge Kylie though with
looking at what we do at Melville SHS with a fresh set of eyes and not hesitating to change what needs to be changed to ensure we continually provide a better
than world-class educational experience for all of our students. By the way – Kylie has very kindly asked me to deliver the Principal’s valedictory address at this
year’s ceremony for our graduating Class of 2021. I was delighted to accept her offer!

In Week 8, our school Captains, Emma Beros and Parham
Bahrami, together with our Principal Phil White, joined Lisa
O’Malley MLA for lunch at Parliament House.
Shown left, are Emma, Pahram, Mr White, and Ms O’Malley
together with students from Santa Maria and the Local
Member for Bateman Kim Giddens MLA

Speaking of our graduating class, as Term 3 draws to a rapid end, it is important to note the school year, and indeed 12 years of primary and high school
education, is drawing to a close for our Class of 2021. Completing 12 years of formal education is a cause for celebration for students, their parents and the
whole school community. It is also a time when many students face their final ATAR exams, which can be a very stressful period for all concerned. It is important
therefore to have some perspective around these exams and to remember that there are now many pathways into university education besides the one gained
by exams. This is not to say that students shouldn’t continue to study and work hard in preparation for the exams, because they should! It is never too late to
pick up that extra mark or two by studying right up to the day of the exam. It is also worth remembering that a good ATAR score will ensure direct entry into a
university, which for many is the easiest way to get into their desired course.
However if a student falls short of the ATAR score they need, all universities now provide alternative entry pathways, so all is not necessarily lost based on one
bad day. If you remember nothing else from this article, please note that Mr Tills is available over the Christmas holiday period if you need advice on alternative
university entrance.
On behalf of the entire Melville SHS community of staff, parents and students I would like to wish our Class of 2021 all the best in their upcoming exams and
remind them that we are here to assist them through this demanding time, whilst also wishing the best to those who are completing their secondary schooling at
the end of this term. I will say this again at your graduation – but you are a great group and I have enjoyed our time together.
Finally, in what has been a very busy term, with too many highlights to list in this column, I would once again like to thank the staff at Melville SHS for their
ongoing commitment to ensuring that we provide a better than world-class education to our students – your children. The staff at Melville SHS really do go
above and beyond to provide great opportunities for your students.
So, after 13 years at the helm of a school that I love, for the last time from me, your very proud principal – thank you and goodbye.
As always kind regards,
Phillip White AM, RFD, BA, Grad Dip Ed, Med (Man), psc
Principal

Book Week - Dress as your favourite book character. Winners were: First place went to Hana Moosajee, second place went to Year 11 Morgan Weguelin, Third
place went to Year 7 Lizzie May. See the next page for more photos

Second Prize

First Prize

Third Prize

Best Dressed Staff

Book Week
Dress as Your Favourite
Book Character
In Week 6, the English
Department held the
annual best dressed
competition.

Technologies
STEM Blast

Save the date for this exciting event on Friday 26th November from 12.30-4.00pm.
Western Australia is immersed in space technologies and flight and to celebrate and inspire students, the school has gathered together some of the most exciting
industries in our state. The Gravity Centre is visiting the school to give an incursion on our solar system to get students excited about planet orbits, phases of the
moon, scale and distance and orbital phases.
The International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research will be attending and hopes to display a full-sized antenna model of the SKA used in the Square Kilometer
Array Telescope.
Curtin University is bringing a BINAR X Cubesat designed, coded and built by staff and students from the Space Science and Technology Centre (SSTC). Their
Binar-1 was the first Australian satellite to be launched from Cape Canaveral, Florida on a SpaceX rocket on 28 August 2021 and our school will be one of the first
to have the group visit to explain and excite the students about their design.
UWA Women in Engineering are bringing monster drones that are used in research. The Melville SHS Aviation Centre will be showing off its selection of drones
used by students in their specialist courses.
There are many aspects to STEM in Perth and we have also got the following organisations to display their latest research and activities. Just an example of some
displays include:
• UWA’s Agriculture and Environment Department
• Remote Sensing & Geo-spatial Sciences Department from Curtin University
• Chemcentre is bringing their interactive chemistry emergency response team
• Australian Defence Force are bringing their Trade and STEM Mini-Expo display
• Wireless Hill Museum
• Year 11 student Josh Cabutaje will show how Beat Sabre Virtual Reality technology works
Local primary classes will be invited to visit during the day and families are welcome to visit the event after school from 3-4pm

Aviation
In week 8, Corsair Aviation was invited by the Aviation Program to land a Robinson R22 helicopter on the oval. Aviation students from all
years attended and watched from the edge of the oval as it landed and took off. Pilots Adam Whitehouse and Jordan Ruff spoke about their
aircraft and careers as helicopter pilots. Mr Brink said the event was “a hit with the kids despite the inclement weather”.
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Going Solo

Teacher in Charge of Aviation, Mr Brink, has been busy with flight training.
Quite a few students are approaching or have passed their first solo or area
solo. Picture 1 is Mr Brink and Adhvay Praju in the air during their flight lesson.
In week 6, Year 10 student Bailey Anderson (picture 2) achieved his first solo
flight in a powered aircraft. Mr Brink said, “Bailey has shown excellent piloting
skills and we congratulate him on his success”.
After going solo in the circuit, the next step in flight training is to fly out of the airport and to the
training area to the south of Jandakot and return solo. Known as ‘Area Solo’, the Year 10 Lismann
twins, Robin and Maurice (picture 3), achieved this in Week 8.
Younger students are regularly having observation flights with Mr McGinn and the pictures (bottom
left) show their excitement.
Students from the Term 3 Come Fly with Me course graduated in Week 8. Students received a
certificate after completing eight weeks of study and the course was enjoyed by all. They learned
exciting facts about aviation and how to try to master flight simulators. The course culminated in a
flight in a real aircraft at Air Australia. The 17 students are seen top right after their flight (picture 4).
3
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Science
In lower school classes this term, students have been studying plant biology. There were flower dissections, germination experiments and in
Mr Rosenthal’s class – carrot top growing! Students investigated how different environments (water versus soil) affected plant growth. Ms Wood
and Mr Henrys’ classes even learned some origami skills, making paper flowers. The Year 9 students have been learning about plate tectonics,
volcanoes and earthquakes, culminating in students writing newspaper articles about a fictitious event of their creation in our neighbouring
country of New Zealand. Do you know that New Zealand sits atop two converging plate boundaries (The Australian and Pacific plates), and is the
reason for so much tectonic activity in that country?
Lower pathway Year 10s have been exploring the world of physics by looking at road safety and Newton’s Laws. Students have had fun making crash test dummies
to study the effects of inertia and then designing seat belts and crumple zones to see how they reduced the impacts of this in a crash.

Biology

The Year 11 ATAR Biology class have been studying animal physiology and have dissected herring, baby squid, mussels and prawns. Year 11 ATAR Human Biology
students have been investigating Mendelian inheritance and are currently growing barley seeds to observe different phenotype ratios present in a heterozygous
cross.
Year 12 students are currently undertaking their mock exams. We wish them all the best in their exams in what we know is a stressful time.

Poetic Science

An acrostic poem is a poem where the first letter of each line (or the last letter of each line) spells out a specific word. Here are some of the best from Year 9:
Volcanic eruptions
Over near the city,
Lava spilling over the sides.
Call the police,
Anyone can get hurt!
Naturally destructive
Overly destructive
Everyone is scared
Scary!
By Riley Norris

Vicious and unforgiving
Occasionally erupting
Lovers torn apart.
Chaos everywhere,
Ash hailing from the sky like
Nails impailing the crowds of people.
Orange
Eruptions everywhere,
Scary!
By Lily Matsen				Continued

Vicious and unforgiving
Occasionally erupting
Lovers torn apart.
Chaos everywhere,
Ash hailing from the sky like
Nails impailing the crowds of people.
Orange
Eruptions everywhere,
Scary!
By Lily Matsen

Volcanic eruptions
Out comes heat and steam,
Lava pouring from the crater
Castrating everything in its path.
As it moves down the street,
Nothing stays in the way.
Out into the city,
Everyone is having a bad day.
Simply destructive!
By Luke Lester				
Continued

Very frightful looking,
Over the huge mountain I stare for a
Long time, thinking about what could go wrong.
Couldn’t life be better than a sight like this.
Suddenly the volcano
Awakens, I hurry to a gathering of people.
Nobody knows what is about to happen – I
Overlook everyone for the last time. Will I
Every see light again? I
Smile for the last time, embraced by others.
By Devlin Nella

Vollying hot rock
Out at the innocent.
Loud screaming,
Cripplingly loud,
Awesomely bright.
No escape, the
Only way out – death.
Everyone filled with
Sorrow. Make peace with your god.
By Lucas Fisher

Very destructive,
Obvliviating anything in its path.
Lava destroying peoples livelihood.
Curling ash through the sky,
As destructibe as an earthquake or tsunami.
No sympathy,
Oblivious to destruction.
Eating anything in the way,
Sucking the joy out of life.
By Travis Healy

Volcanic eruptions
Out comes heat and steam,
Lava pouring from the crater
Castrating everything in its path.
As it moves down the street,
Nothing stays in the way.
Out into the city,
Everyone is having a bad day.
Simply destructive!
By Luke Lester		
Continued.

Languages
Italian

Margherita, spinaci, supremo…just some samplers of the Pizza’s our Year 9 Italian classes indulged in late-term three as part of the cultural immersion of our
program.
With our extraordinary ‘chefs’ Maame and Diya cooking up the pizza’s in our pizza ovens, our digestive system was in good hands. Although not quite the
original ‘Napolitana’ standard, they were nonetheless delicious and even Prof Gangemi caved in after being offered several times to have a slice. Seconds??
Definitely so - by many!
Traditional Italian pizza is enjoyed all throughout Italy and although there are many delicious types and places that make an amazing pizza, there is no denying
that Pizza originated from Napoli (Naples) and the famous Pizza Margherita, whose ingredients reflects the colours of the Italian flag, was born from the fact that
Queen Margherita in 1889 visited Naples and pizzaiolo Raffaele Esposito honoured her visit with the creation of a pizza for her.
Just remember, less is more on pizzas and pineapple is a definite ‘no-no’ if you want to stay onside with the locals and experience authentic pizza!

Photos from left to right:
Angus and Elliot – adjudicators!
Sophie gives the smile of approval
Sienna coercing you to sample her ‘spinaci
e ricotta’ pizza. Personally, Ms Gangemi’s
favourite
Maame and Diya at work cooking up the
pizzas
Pizza making in action

Mathematics
Numero

Keen mathematicians in-the-making attended the Numero Competition in Week 9. Below are articles on the event from two Year 9 students. The
participants are pictured below right and finalists are pictured bottom left: Alwyn Thomas, David Zhu, Keli Crew and Joel Gunasekaran
I had played Numero before and I thought it was only a primary school thing. I really enjoyed it as it was a maths game and I love maths. When
I heard about it in class I knew that I had to sign up. It was fun training and I was able to get a spot in a team. Before I knew it we were off to our
first heat. In the heat, my team barely scraped into fourth place. A few days later we got the news that we were going to the finals. On the day I was nervous but
excited at the same time. We were up against tough schools such as Perth Modern and Carey Baptist College. The challenges we received were a lot tougher
than the challenges in the heat. We ended up getting sixth out of twelve teams.
David Zhu
After finishing fourth in the first southern heat, we qualified for the final. We went to Perth Modern and got ready to play our challenges. We played really well as
a team and helped each other out. Our final result exceeded expectations. We finishing sixth out of 12 teams in WA. We were overjoyed with our outcome.
Keli Crew

Year 12 ATAR Revision

Mathematics masters, Alan Sadler and Charlie Watson visited the school to help Year 12s with upcoming ATAR exam preparations. Charlie Watson demonstrated
how students could use their Casio ClassPads in the 2021 Specialist WACE exam whilst Alan Sadler provided an in-depth look at the Syllabus points covered in
Year 12 Methods. Both sessions were well received by the students in attendance.

Careers Tasters Through Murdoch

Gifted and Talented

By Bhavya Chaudhry (Year 9 GAT Student Leader)
The Gifted and Talented and Academic Extension Classes participated in multiple workshops to explore potential career paths for our future. These four
workshops included graphic design, forensics science, marine biology and game design. Each workshop ambassador shared their own unique experiences
while navigating us through their careers to date. I loved how each presenter (current Murdoch students) weren’t afraid to reveal the challenges as well as their
successes. This showed Melville students how everyone’s journey through university is different but enjoyable and that it’s completely normal to be unsure of
what career you want to pursue.

All the classes were divided into 4 groups allowing each group to experience 3 of the workshops. Towards the end of the day, Murdoch had all the students who
participated in the workshops complete a reflection where we discussed our passions, hobbies, likes, dislikes and how these factors can influence us to choose
a career path that we will enjoy. Overall, this incursion with Murdoch University was an eye-opener for many of our students and hopefully helped to mould
amazing career paths for our future.
By Joel Gunasekaran (Year 9 GAT Student Leader)
The Murdoch Career Taster Course Day was an enjoyable and informative experience for the 9GAT and 9AEC classes as we were able to learn about the
different courses the Murdoch University Student Ambassadors had studied. We were presented with 4 topics: Marine Biology, Criminology/Forensics, Graphic
Design and Game Creation.
It was a day filled with fun activities such as learning how to rebrand and sell our school in the graphic design workshop; matching definitions to pictures
and descriptions of sea creatures in the marine biology workshop; and, playing a variation of “Guess Who?” using forensic evidence and techniques. The
presentations appealed to many of us in terms of careers and pathways providing us with more ideas to consider for studies beyond High School.
Overall, it was an amazing day, an enlightening experience and a stepping stone for many of the Gifted & Talented students. We would like to truly thank
Murdoch University and especially their student ambassadors for an amazing experience for guiding and providing us with such valuable information.

Write a Book in a Day - Senior School

On a brisk Saturday morning in Week 5, 10 eager Year 11 GAT students partook in the Write a Book in a Day incursion. For some, this was their fifth, and sadly,
their last time writing and illustrating a 3500-word children’s book for The Kids Cancer Project.
On the day, the students received a set of parameters, a word count and a specific issue to include in a fully illustrated children’s book. This year, the students
had to include an ambulance driver, a skateboarder and the issue of a new dog. The ideation phase included many whacky suggestions like a cult narrative;
however, after considering the audience (cancer patients aged 10-16), they settled on a sweet narrative focussed on the relationship between two brothers. The
eventual story, available through our website, was beautifully illustrated and expressed.
GAT Coordinator Mr Jamie Pearce said “I was in awe of what these students were able to produce. Yes, they spend a large part of the process eating junk food
and talking nonsense, but, when push comes to shove, they really do step up to the plate and hit home runs. I was so very proud of the group’s willingness to
partake, especially given each are doing a heavy ATAR load (and it’s their weekend!)”.
Read the Welcome Rocket book they wrote HERE

GAT
Book in a Day
senior team left
and
Bake Sale team
right
Melville Rocketeers

Arts
Young Originals

In 2021, Young Originals opening was online and celebrated the creative and innovative art programs taught in Western Australian public schools. The exhibition
promotes excellence in the visual arts across a range of artistic mediums. Melville SHS was fortunate to have a painting by Year 11 ATAR Visual Art student Gladys
Heu selected. Gladys was also invited to submit video footage for the Young Originals launch titled ‘Celebrating Creativity’.

META Exhibition

META is an annual art and design exhibition for senior secondary school students, presented by North Metro TAFE. The exhibition celebrates the high level of
excellence achieved by students and continues to be highly competitive. North Metro TAFE also promotes the exhibition and complements our prestigious Arts
programs. It is a reflection on the shift (or metaMORPHosis) from student to artist/designer.
In 2021, two Melville Senior High School students were selected to exhibit their artworks:
• Year 11 ATAR Visual Art student, Gladys Heu’s acrylic painting titled ‘Sel-fish’ (below left) and
• Year 12 ATAR Design student, Seth Haw’s digital book cover design, titled ‘Far Away’ (below right).

STOP PRESS

YOHFest Act Belong Commit is a Performing Arts event for WA school students combining the fun of the arts with Heath Education. This year over 330 schools
participated and Melville SHS has been announced as one of the finalists. Check the video below from one of our Screen category entries. This year’s theme is
“Keeping up the Appearance”. Photos and finals results will be in the next issue. Check out the video HERE

Student Services
R U OK?Day

In Week 8, the school reminded students to stop a moment and ask those close to them how they were
doing. The day aimed to remind everyone that asking, are you OK? can make a difference when someone
in their world is struggling with life’s ups and downs, big or small. It was encouraged that this should
happen regularly on any day someone is struggling. Student Services staff wore bright yellow shirts to ask
the question very prominently.

Try a Trade

Vocational Pathways

At the beginning of Term 3, a small group of interested Year 10 students joined Mr Gerrard, Mr Albrecht and Mr Tuppin for three days of Try-a-Trade at Skillhire
Forrestfield. Over three days, the students learnt about the policies and procedures of a construction site and some of the excellent opportunities available in
the construction industry. Their challenge was to build a courtyard after learning some of the basics of bricklaying and carpentry - but primarily using excellent
communication and teamwork skills.
Teacher Mr Gerrard said “We couldn’t have been more proud of the way this group of students represented Melville Senior High School, and thanks so much to
the Construction Training Fund for providing us with such a fantastic opportunity”.

RISE
In Week 8, students in the RISE English class had a public speaking opportunity with Deputy Principal Mr Chris Gill as the adjudicator. The students had to
persuade him with their ideas for a class pet. Fallon Shaw’s argument was very compelling:
Dear Mr Gill,
A horse would be the best choice for a classroom pet because it will have a number of benefits for RISE; the horse will be free, students could learn to ride and it
could mow the oval.
Firstly, the horse would cost nothing. There are many free horses available on the internet. These horses need a home because they have been used for racing
and people now have no use for them so they give them away. If the horse doesn’t get sold they usually euthanize them and not give them a proper chance at
life. These horses have been used for human benefit and have not seen how great life really is. At Melville Senior High School, we believe in giving everyone an
equal opportunity to define themselves. If we had a horse we could all define ourselves by taking the responsibility to take care and look after the horse.
.
Melville students could learn to ride. Having a horse would provide great health benefits. It will keep students mentally and physically healthy. Having a horse is a
big commitment that requires a lot of work but it also gives you a sense of responsibility and gives you motivation. Having daily tasks and planning out your days
to include caring for a horse keeps you mentally healthy as you don’t need to worry about when and what tasks you have to complete. A horse can also be used
as a therapy treatment for kids who have a hard time at school and find school quite challenging.
The horse would provide an alternative to lawn mowing and fertilising the oval. This uses manpower and fuel and pesticides which contribute to global warming.
A horse can up keep the condition of our school oval to a premium. It will keep the grass nice and short and not overgrown. We can also use its manure to

fertilize the grass and keep it nice and healthy. Horse manure has other benefits it is a great tonic for vegetable and flowerbeds around our school. It makes a
great compost.
This concludes why I think a horse would be a fantastic classroom pet. As it has many benefits for our students and our school. I hope you will take my request
into consideration.
Fallon Shaw

Year 12

Year 12 Gold
Award Winner
Function

Year 12 students who
participated in Free
Dress Day in week 7

Study and Life Skills Program
The highlights of the Study and Life Skills Program this term are outlined below.

Info Bites and Study Skills Workshops Term 3

This Term in the Study and Life Skills program we have been focusing on active study tools students can use in preparation for tests and
exams. We have provided our students with an Info Bite on each of these tools as well as a range of activities they can implement. This
Info Bite information has been reiterated and supported through our after-school workshops. These workshops have been running on
Thursdays from 3pm - 4pm in F28 and then they will be held in the Library when it reopens. All year groups are welcome. In addition to
our planned support (below), we have also been helping students in the following areas;
- Time management
- Organisation
- Note-taking and referencing
- Study techniques
- Assignment support

Year 10 Study Skills Workshop Incursion and Transition Activities

During week 6 this Term our study skills team presented a workshop to our year 10 students focusing on certain skills they need to transition into senior school.
Some of the areas of focus included;
Time management and organisation
Mindful Breathing
What makes a good study space?
Minimising distractions
Study tools and mind mapping
The students found this information extremely useful.
In Week 6, the Year 10 Cohort participated in several transition activities, highlighted by the Tomorrow Man/Woman workshops that were run over two days.
Tomorrow Man/Woman discussions were held, there were NAIDOC themed activities and ‘Survivor’ Style Sports on the oval.

Through unpacking the history, expectations and facts of modern-day womanhood, Tomorrow Woman supports women to reinvent an unapologetic version of
femininity for the women of today and tomorrow. Tomorrow Man explores how men can look after themselves, their mates and families while carving out their
own version of the Aussie man.
Year 10 Coordinator Mr Gerrard said, “The overwhelming feedback that I received was positive, and I thank the Year 10 group for their exemplary attitude and
behaviour throughout”. The photos below and on the next page are a snapshot of the workshops.

Year 10
Transition Incursion

Info Bites and Study & Life Skills Workshops for students | Term 3 Overview
Week

Year/s

1

7 - 12

Syllabus docs and assessment outlines and how to use them. Organisation and creating a new study planner.

2

7 - 12

How to avoid distractions and what do you do when you are getting bored

3

7 - 12

Note-taking and summarising

4

7 - 12

Mind Maps

5

7 - 12

Mnemonics/Acronyms

6

7 - 12

Lotus Diagrams

7

7 - 12

Palm cards

8

7 - 12

Reading (skim study and speed reading)

9

7 - 12

Dealing with stress and test/exam anxiety

Parent Seminar

Content

In week 3 this term we hosted our very first parent workshop on how to study when no homework is given. A big thank you to all those parents who attended
this seminar. We have received great feedback so we endeavour to host other workshops in the future.
Year 10 Transition Incursion

Year 11 River Cruise

